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HELSINKI’S NIGHT OF IDEAS

un monde commun
a world in common
yhteinen maailmamme
vår gemensamma värld
un monde commun

ONE NIGHT
FIVE EVENTS 

AT THE HEART OF THE CITY. 

#NDIHelsinki

Participate in the debate and share your 
ideas with @IFFinlande through the hashtag 
#NDIHelsinki on January 26!

Events will be streamed live thanks to the 
support of Metropolia University. Follow  the 
discussion online at france.fi/ndi
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La Nuit des idées – Night of Ideas is an in-
ternational cultural event organized by 

Institut Français. The event first saw light in 
Paris in 2016. This year simultaneous events 
are organized in more than 30 cities world-
wide, including Helsinki, under the same the-
me: A World in Common. This theme will be 
explored in all its variety by artists, experts, 
journalists and researchers. 

In Helsinki, the Night of Ideas offers five suc-
cessive events from artistic performances to 
debates in topics related to the World in Com-
mon: education, art, sustainability, migrations 
and universities; all in an easily accessible 
format. Night of ideas begins at 15:30 on Bu-
levardi and with an introduction by French 
Ambassador to Finland, Serge Mostura. You 
can participate in You can participate in all five 
events, or pick one or two.

Participation is always free of charge, but 
advance registration is required. Bienvenue à 
la Nuit des idées !
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Panel discussion & screening
BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE WORLD
+ HUMAN dir. Yann Arthus-Bertrand

Yann ARTHUS-BERTRAND, film director, FRA 
Mohammed ARIAS, Moroccan Ambassador MOR
Paolo LAJ, ENVRI Project coordinator, FRA
Jani LEINONEN, artist, FIN

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE WORLD How can artists 
contribute to the public discussion and encourage 
grassroots participation? How do we measure 
environmental changes? Which concrete actions do the 
UN and governments commit to on the path towards 
a sustainable world in common? Renowned speakers 
present their visions for this global effort. 

17:00-17:30: Panel discussion
17:30-21:00: Screening of the uncut version of 
documentary film Human, in the presence of 
director, Yann Arthus-Bertrand.

Andorra, Eerikinkatu 11, Helsinki

In English

Conference
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION

15:30-16:30

European school of Helsinki, Bulevardi 18

In English

Hannele NIEMI, University of Helsinki, FIN
Vesa PERÄLÄ, Entrepreneur, Claned, FIN

 ABOUT The role of innovation in education and new 
technologies as new tools for learning and teaching is 
explored in this open dialogue between a professor in 
educational sciences and an entrepreneur.

Exhibition tour
LE MONDE SELON MONA HATOUM

16:30-17:15 guided tour of Mona Hatoum exhibition

KIASMA, Mannerheiminuakio 2, Helsinki 

In French

Marja SAKARI, Kiasma Chief curator, FIN

 ABOUT Mona Hatoum creates poetic and often 
political works that comment on the state of the world 
at large. Kiasma’s Chief Curator Marja Sakari takes us 
on a tour of the artist’s universe. 

Free entrance, reservations at www.kiasma.fi

Panel discussion & public reading
BORDERS & MIGRATION

Conference & performances
UNIVERSITY 2.0

22:15-23:00 

Think Corner Café, Aleksanterinkatu 7

In English

Eija JUUROLA, “Climate whirl” installation
Laura RIUTTANEN “climate.now” project

François-Olivier SEYS, VP International 
relations, University of Lille, FRA
Hannu NIEMINEN, Dean of the Faculty of 
Social Sciences, Helsinki University, FIN

Laura LINDSTEDT, writer, FIN

Armand AMAR, composer, FRA
Sarah GREEN, Professor of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology, FIN
Hamza AMAROUCHE, writer and translator, ALG
Pertti TORSTILA, Finnish Red Cross, FIN

 ABOUT  The concept of borders in the context 
of migration, is here questioned through an 
interdisciplinary dialogue showcasing both practical 
examples and theoretical positions.

 ABOUT  A focus on how public engagement, entre-
preneurship, digital learning and collaboration with 
cities and regions can shape tomorrow’s universities, 
illustrated by art-meets-science projects.

21:00-22:00 

Institut francais, Yrjönkatu 36, Helsinki

In English, Finnish

Free entrance, reservations for the panel 
discussion at france.fi/ndi

Free entrance, reservations at france.fi/ndi
Free entrance, reservations at france.fi/ndi

Free entrance, reservations at france.fi/ndi

HUMAN  Well-known French photographer and director 
Yann Arthus-Bertrand’s documentary Human is made 
up of stunning aerial footage and touching first-person 
stories told into the camera. This exceptional fresco 
paints a portrait of humanity today which will resonate 
with each of us.

 Introduction: Serge MOSTURA, French Ambassador


